May God Have Mercy

By Anna Von Reitz

Yes, may God have mercy on a country so ignorant that it doesn't even know its own name.

It happened again this morning. A PhD blathering about "the" Republic and "the" United States of America, and clearly mistaking these entities for the actual government of this country.

People ---- the Proper Name of this country and its government is: The United States of America.

The United States of America.

Upper and Lower Case. The definite article, "the", is capitalized and is part of the name.

Also notice, it is not incorporated.

This is not "USA, Inc." or anything like that.

The United States of America is an unincorporated Holding Company. It functions as a public trust entity. It's a Federation of Sovereign States of the Union, formed September 9, 1776, and still kicking. Wake up!!!

How many times do I have to say this?

The only "Republic" associated with The United States of America is the funky Papist Municipal United States Government operating as a Municipality chartered by the Roman Pontiff and allowed by Article 1, Section 8, Clause 17.

That "Republic" is not to be confused with our "republican" form of government nor mistaken for our republican States of the Union.

That "Republic" is a foreign plenary oligarchy that has acted as a predator upon our States and People and committed endless crimes of fraud, deceit, and piracy against us.

So, stop parroting words you don't understand. And pay attention to words.

The United States of America is not "the" United States of America.

The United States is not "the" United States.

Is everyone so ignorant, so dumbed-down, so utterly clueless that you don't know the name of your own country?

Well, learn! Learn fast!
Figure out the shell game that has been foisted off on you or you and your children's children will pay for your idiocy.

Both the Pope's Municipal Oligarchy and the Queen's Democracy are foreign to us.

They are both foreign Subcontractors operating under our names and exercising certain "delegated Powers" for us --- "Powers" that do not include usurping upon our lawful and actual government, plundering our States and People, and otherwise running amok on our shores.

When you see "the" United States of America, you are talking about the British Territorial United States, a Commonwealth Territorial Government operated as a Democracy.

Our country isn't a democracy. They've been telling you for decades that "they" are not us, even though they operate under our name and exercise "Powers" we delegated to them under conditions of Sacred Trust and Treaty.

Likewise, "the" United States is not The United States. It's a Roman Municipality --- an international independent city-state operated---until very recently--- by the Roman Pontificate and until very recently, as a Roman Municipal Corporation. It is ruled as a Plenary Oligarchy by the Members of "the" United States Congress.

This is just another foreign Subcontractor, operating "in our names" while exercising certain, limited, enumerated and delegated "Powers".

They are not us. They don't pretend to be us. They operate as foreign governments right here in front of our noses, and they always have.

Get this straight: The United States of America, our actual Federation of States, contracted with three "federal" (means "contract") service providers to provide the States with specific enumerated services and delegated the Powers these Subcontractors needed to provide those services.

The three "federal" Subcontractors were:

1. The States of America Confederation
2. The British Territorial United States dba "the" United States of America
3. The [Roman] Municipal United States Government dba "the" United States

The States of America Confederation ceased operations in 1861. It has never been "reconstructed". This left a vacuum of power into which the other two federal Subcontractors have interjected themselves and used as a means to usurp upon our lawful government, The United States of America, and to secretively pillage and plunder our States and our People.

Do you all now see how important it is to distinguish between "The United States of America" and "the" United States of America?

And to be able to tell the difference between our "republican States of the Union" and "a" Republic serving the Roman Pontificate?

I don't know how it is possible for 300 million people, most of whom are literate---- including PhD's graduated from our Universities --- to be so incredibly, stubbornly, perniciously ignorant about both English Grammar and our history.

How is this even possible?

And how simple do I have to make this before people worldwide grasp it?

We are not them. They are not us. The United States of America is not "the" United States of America. The United States is not "the" United States.
Before any would-be patriots start opening their mouths and preaching to me about anything at all, they need to learn these simple, obvious, set-in-cement facts.

You need to learn the actual name of your own country.

May God have mercy upon a country and its people who have been dumbed-down to this extent.
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